MIT student builds self-balancing electric
unicycle
29 December 2011, by Bob Yirka
gyro components inside only help to keep the rider
from falling forward or backward, but it would seem
that’s enough, as the legs and feet can prevent
falling left and right. Also, Boyer notes that there is
a bit of a learning curve, just as there would be
learning to ride a bike with no hands, which he says
is sort of what riding the Bullet is like.

(PhysOrg.com) -- If ever you go look outside at all
the traffic on the road, it's hard to not come to the
conclusion that what’s needed is a smaller
vehicle; perhaps one that doesn’t take up any
more room than the body that it needs to transport.
The Segway is a good example, though it does
take up more ground space than a person simply
standing. Lucky thing we have smart people like
Stephan Boyer, a student at MIT who has created
an electric unicycle that not only does some selfstabilizing, but is an actual functioning vehicle
which he uses to get himself around the school
campus.
Boyer calls his creation the Bullet, and in the video
he’s made of himself riding it in a dorm hallway,
it’s easy to see that not only is his design simple,
innovative, and economical, it’s very, very cool.
Also, it’s not much bigger than a plain-peddle
unicycle, which means he can carry it up stairs,
onto busses or perhaps even into the classroom,
yet it can zip along at up to 15 miles per hour and
go for five miles before needing a recharge.
But, clearly, these are minor obstacles. What’s
important here is that he’s used existing
Granted, the Bullet isn’t fully self-balancing, the
technology, brains, and the education he’s
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receiving to build a working, functional, electric ultrasmall vehicle that could likely be used by millions of
people the world over to help reduce traffic
congestion, our reliance on fossil fuels, and
perhaps to get over the notion that things have to
be big and bulky to be truly useful.

Boyer says because he used cheaper components
in putting the Bullet together, the resulting vehicle
cost several hundred dollars less to build than other
such vehicles by more established players, which
means it’s possible that such a vehicle could be in
the price range of many would-be eco-enthusiasts.
Not that Boyer has plans to market the Bullet. For
now it appears that he is happy about the attention
his creation has wrought and pleased that he has
been able to build himself a cheap but cool means
of transport around a notoriously difficult to impress
crowd at one of America’s most prestigious
technical institutions.
More information:
www.stephanboyer.com/p/self-ba … ectricunicycle.html
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